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Artist Statement
I make functional ceramicware that focuses on the themes of sexuality, femininity, intimacy, and
classicality. Using porcelain as a clay body, and the addition of sprigs and slip trailing, I create
work that is feminine and delicate, while simultaneously being bold and sassy. Ergonomics is very
prevalent in my body of work. I focus on making work that is comfortable in the hand, and on the
mouth. My work emphasizes the moments of contact between the user and the object.
My sexuality plays a large role in what I make. As a lesbian, I am very attracted to femininity.
While I do not adhere to the ideas of femininity in the way that I dress or identify, it is incredibly
visually appealing to me. As a feminist, I used to reject femininity all together. To me, femininity
was rooted in patriarchy and oppression, and was essentially being defined and controlled by
men. I wanted nothing to do with it, but through my recent body of work, I have been able to
reclaim femininity. Through feminism, femininity can mean whatever I want it to mean. To me,
it means comfort, power, beauty, delicacy, and sensuality. Having reclaimed femininity and being
able to define it myself has made me fall in love with it. I have also gained a new appreciation for
the color pink, which I also used to reject. I now dye some of my porcelain pink because I enjoy
the suppleness and softness of the color. This entire process has also helped me fully accept my
sexuality. Being attracted to the female form means that I reference it a lot in my forms. I use
soft, yet voluptuous curves in my work, making direct references to the female form. In terms of
glaze, I use glazes that move during the firing process. The way that the glaze cascades down the
curves of the form is something that I am very interested in. I enjoy the materiality and fluidity
of the glaze and how juicy and delectable they can look on the form. This emphasizes the
sensuality of my pieces and draws attention to each curve. I enjoy how corporeal pots are in
general. They have hips, bellies, lips, and a foot. Because of this, I personify all my pots. They have
very clear personalities and voices to me.

